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Bingaman,Anaya
take their races;
high turnout

Democrats say
House victories
break coalition

From Staff and Wire Reports

From Wire Reports

New Mexico Attorney General
Jeff Bingaman upset U.S. Sen. Harrison "Jack" Schmitt Tuesday,
while former attorney general Toney
Anaya eeked out a win over former
state Sen. John Irick in an election
that saw the heaviest voter turnout in
20 years.
A complete breakdown of the voter turnout was not immediately
available. However, about 70 percent of the state's eligible voters
marked ballots.
With 91 percent of the statewide
vote tallied, Bingaman had collected
52.3 percent of the vote. Bingaman,
addressing a party crowd at the Four
Seasons Motor Inn, made his victory
speech about 9:50 p.m.
Bingaman, who had been trailing
in the polls just two weeks ago, took
the win over fellow Silver City native Schmitt. In accepting victory,
he noted the former astronaut's recent negative ad campaign and stand
on Social Security, a nationwide
trend favoring Democratic <;andidates and nationwide economic conditions as factors that resulted in his
election.
Some political analysts perceived
Schmitt's 1976 victory over the late

The coalition of Republicans and
conservative Democrats that gave
Reagan his greatest victories
apparently will be overshadowed by
an influx of new Democruts, who
were knocking off Reeublicans veterans and freshmen alike.
The rash of early GOP upsets in·
eluded the youngest member of the
House, outspoken Reagan supporter
Rep. John LeBoutillier of New
York, 29, who lost to state legislator
John Mrazek, 37. By contrast, the
oldest member of the House, Rep.
Claude Pepper, D-Fla., 82, a
staunch Reagan foe, easily won reelection.
One of the two Republicans who
switched parties for this election,
Eugene Atkinson of Pennsylvania,
~~.

Jeff Alexander

uyou

have made me the happiest man in the whole world tonight," Governor-elect Toney
Anaya tells a crowd of supp()rters, while his father Lauriano {right} looks on.

· continued on P•fltl 3

.

Throughout the country, the pattern was the same: generally safe
incumbents with a scattering of Republicans falling behind. In Delaware, GOP Rep. Tom Evans lost. In
Massachusetts, Republican Margaret Heckler lost to Democrat Barney Frank. In Indiana, GOP Rep.
John Hiler was losing. In Alabama,
Rep. Albert Lee Smith, who won
with Moral Majority support in
continued on psge 3

Surveys show grad. students
want more money, less work
ting quality work experience, which
is very important to their studies and
Results from two recent surveys that they are not just laborers."
of teaching and graduate assistants
The GSA survey also reveals that
reveal that almost 25 percent are about 31 percent of the teaching and
working 20 or more hours a week, graduate assistants do not feel that
and 42 percent believe that their they are receiving adequate
workload interferes with their academic advisement in their de·
education.
partments and more than 23 percent
Both surveys agree that higher feel that by trying to rectify unfair
wages and more money arc priority treatment they would jeopardize
needs.
their jobs.
"We have to realize that the vast
Again Taylor pointed out that
majority of the teaching and gradu- most of the assistants and graduate
ate assistants are not working more assistants feel they arc receiving
than the maximum 20 hours allowed adequate academic counseling and
and that the rumored widespread arc comfortably secure in their jobs
abuse of teaching and graduate to seck solutions to unfair practices.
assistants is not true," said Doug
·•sure there is concern about.
Taylor, a graduate student ~ho com- those teachihg assistants and gradupiled the results of one of the surveys ate assistants who are having probconducted by the Graduate Student lems and they will have to be dealt
Joe Cavaretta
GOOD NEWS for Senator-elect JeH Bingaman, who takes Association.
with, but most of the respondents do
other survey, conducted by not perceive any problems," he extime out from a hotel room interview tocheck the latest vote theThe
Graduate Studies Program, soli- plained.
counts on television.
cited responses from the departAnother problem of graduate and
ments and does not have a corres- teaching assistants revealed in the
ponding question on the effects of GSA survey is 'the Jack of adequate
graduate and teaching assitants prior trainihg. Of the respondents,
working more than the 20 hour limit. about 42 percent said they felt that
It does, however, state that the aver- they were not sufficiently trained for
age assistaht works approximately the responsibilities and duties re20 hours weekly and that nine per- quired by their positions.
and no place to ·put it except . a cent works more than 20 hours.
Stephanie Dominguez
In a cooperative effort, both the
bank," Barnhouse said. .. A credit
Graduate students contacted in GSA and Graduate Studies Program
UNM students may have their union may allow them to draw a both surveys agree that more money are making use of the surveys to
own credit union by fall 1983 if higher interest from their savings as and more assistants are needed. correct graduate and teaching assisplans being developed by ASUNM
Barnhouse said the biggest prob- However, in the Graduate Studies tant problems they reveal.
Vice President Dan Serraho and lem would be space, since mem- survey, 20 percent of the responding
"Getting an official GA and TA
GSA President Dolph Barnhouse are bership could increase up to 25 per- department. chairmen said they
sub-committee
attached to the Sen·
would
trade
lower
salaries
for
addisuccessful.
cent. "We hope to have a branch
ate Graduate Committee is an im·
Barnhouse said that Joe Koey, office on the main campus with stu- tional positions.
..Some departments have to rely portant step in itself. We are dealing
manager of the New Mexico Educa- dent employees," he said.
tors Federal Credit Union, which well giving them access to short· on their assistants to meet studenll with the mechanics that arc already
teacher ratios more than others and there and have been tftcre for some
now serves only students who arc tenn loans.''
Uhiversity employees, seemed posi·
Barnhouse ahd Serrano have writ- the need for more bodies becomes time," said Allen Reid, associate
director of the Graduate Studies
tive about the idea of i11cluding other ten a letter to the NMEFCU Board of more important," Taylor said.
On the other hand, Taylor said Program .. "Some of the problems
UNM students ifl their field of mem· Directors asking them to consider
the feasibility of widening their that according to the GSA survey, are already being worked on and
bcrship.
the assistants feel that they "arc get- others need to be addressed with
"Students have all this money, membership.
George Gorospe

UNM students may get
their own credit union

added vigor.
Reid, who is also the chairntan of
the GAffA sub-committee, said that
the sub-committee has come up with
five recommendations to present to
the Graduate Senate Committee as a
result of the information from the
two surveys.
"We arc recommending an
apprenticeship semester for teaching
assistants who will conduct a class
with the professor also present, and
permanent support for a teaching
assistant training program already
on campus," Reid said.
He added that the sub-committee
is recommending a procedure for
written assistant cvaiuations as a
means of protecting their rights dur·
ing grievance proceedings, and that
every department have a faculty
advisor and a graduate and teaching
assistant supervisor to make sure
that there are always two people
available ~o the graduate and
teaching assistants.
"Our final recommendation to
the Senate Graduate Committee is a
classification and compensation
schedule that would treat the
teaching and graduate assistants like
other university personnel and faculty, but the details are not yet set·
tied,,. Reid said.
The recommendations of the
teaching and graduate assistant subcommittee will be presented next
month, but in the meantime GSA is
planning another survey for the
spring semester.
"The intentions of a UNM survey
are quite often not fully realized, as
in the case with this survey, but we
can identify the importaht questions
needed for a second survey," said
graduate student Taylor.
"The maih objective of a graduate student is not to be a graduate
student and any int$!rferencc with
that goal is of conccm," he said.
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Iran launches Gulf offensive

\

Iran launched its second major
offensive in a month, recapturing
100 square miles of territory,
strategic oil wells and outposts
seized by Iraq at the start of the Persian Gulf War, Tehran radio said
Tuesday. Iraq claimed the assault
had been crushed.
Iranian troops spearheading the
three-pronged drive fought fierce
ground and air battles under pounding rain southwest of the Iranian city
of Dezful, the official radio said.
The Iranian forces of Ayatollah
Ruholiah Khomeini - on foot, in
tanks and in warplanes - won back
100 square miles of land about six
miles inside Iran along the central
frontier dividing the two nations, the
official radio said.
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein,

FREE FILMS
Thursday 3:30pm Woodward Halll49

Newsreel:
"August 17, 1932"
Newsreel:
"The Inauguration of F.D.R." (1932)
Government Documentary:
"The Land" (1942)
Films open to
nil students, faculty and stnff of UNM
Funded by n grnnt frrnn lhc UNM Foundntion, Inc.

MADRID, Spain- Pope John
Paul II Tuesday warned that abortion undermines "the very foundations of society," his most scathing
condemnation ever of the operation
that Spain's new Socialist government may soon approve.

Scholarships of $1,000 per month are now being offered by the
Department of the Navy to exceptional college students with back·
grounds in math, physics, chemistry and engineerin!;J. Training leads
to positions in such areas as nuclear power operation and mainte·
nance, research and Instructing. Starting salary after graduation
$27,800. Up to $40,000 In four years. Exceptional benefits offered.
College sophomores, juniors and seniors may apply now.
Call Naval OHicer Programs at
766·3895 for more information.

In an outdoor mass before some
750,000 people in central Madrid,
the pontiff also denounced birth control and divorce. The address came
after he lauded Spain's fledgling
democracy, which last week led to
the election of its first Socialist government in 46 years.
"One can never legalize the death
of an innocent," John Paul said of
abortion, his voice rising with emo-

PIZZA EXPRESS

tion to a near shout.
"I am ~peaking of the absolute
respect for human life that no person
or institution, private or public, can
ignore," he said,
"For this reason, whoever denies
the right to life to the most innocent
and weak human beings, to human
beings conceived but not yet born,
commits a grave violation of the
moral order," he said.
''This would undermine the very
foundations of society.''
Felipe Gonzalez, the leader of the
Socialist Party who is scheduled to
become prime minister in December, has called for legalization of
abortion when childbil;th would en-

danger a mother's life, or in cases of
rape.
The 40-year-old Gonzalez, a self·
avowed agnostic, won a landslide
victory in national elections last
Thursday. He will head the first
Socialist government in Spain since
the 1936- I 939 Civil War.
John Paul was almost as vehement in condemning birth control
pills, which already are freely available in Spain even though 95 percent
of the nation is Roman Catholic.
John Paul also reaffirmed the
church's traditional rejection of divorce, legalized in Spain 14 months
ago, by quoting the Biblical passage: "What God has joined, Jet no
man put asunder."

Republicans retained senate control

243-21 00 FREE DEUVERYI
Come in and try our Video Gomes

~--------y--------tl

II $2.00 OFF I1 $1.00
OFF I
ANY PIZZA
~

any two or more item

I LAP.GE PIZZA I

expires oct. 2s, 1982

PIZZA EXPI\ESS

PIZZA EXPI\ESS

I
I
II

243-2100
1 7 -fO Central SE
one coupon per pizza
limited delivery area

I

1
I
I

243-2100
171 0 Central SE
one coupon per pizza
limited delivery area

I

Student Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777
Serving the
Un1vers1ty of New Mexico
and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fri 8:30·5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

Although Democrats made a net
gain of one seal before West Coast
returns were in, there was a distinct
possibility the GOP could come out
with the same 54-46 margin it began
With.

I
the GOP incumbents
I whoIronically,
won
the
closest of the races
1I were from the party's moderate bloc

--------- -------~
1

Republicans, showing surprising
resilience, retained control of the
Senate Tuesday, giving President
Reagan a strong bargaining chip in
dealing with a House almost certain
to be more Democratic than before.

often critical of Reagan's economic
policies- Lowell Weickcr in Connecticut, John Chafce in Rhode Island and Robert Stafford in Vermont.

Moderate GOP Sen. John Danforth of Missouri beat back a strong
challenge from Democrat Harriett
Woods, defeating the state senator
by a margin of about 13,000 votes.
Some big names went down Tuesday night, including colorful Republican grande dame Rep. Millicent
Fenwick of New Jersey, 72, a mod·

crate who was upset by liberal
Democratic millionaire Frank
Lautenberg.
California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. was losing to San Diego
Mayor Pete Wilson for an open seat.
Both CBS and ABC projected Wilson would succeed retiring Republican S.I. Hayakawa.
Sen. John Melcher in Montana
defeated Republican Larry Williams, but Nevada Democratic Sen.
tloward Cannon was losing 55-43
percent to Republican Chic Hecht, a
beneficiary of Reagan's campaign
help.
In addition to Lautenberg's vic·
tory, Democrat's picked up a GOP
seat in New Mexico, where Attar•
ney General Jeff Bingaman ousted
first-term Sen. Harrison Schmitt,
one of the few mev ever to walk on
the moon.
But Rep. Paul Trible, three-term
GOP congressman from Virginia,
defeated Democratic Lt. Gov.
Richard Davis for the seat of retiring
Harry Byrd, an Independent who
had been counted as a Democrat for

Gameworld ...

Calendars
make excellent year-round gifts

SAVE

25% on 1982-83
academic calendars
10% on 1983
gift calendars

Game Specials
Happy Hour

59amfor
$1
to Noon dally
Ladies Night

6 for $1

E.very Wed. 5pm·mldnlght

The "Bag"

26 games
for $5
Anytime

On sole through Saturday, November 6, 1982

Gameworld ...
Home of Video Wars # 2
Video Tournament

continued from page 1
1980, lost to a Yale educated county
commissioner, Ben Erdreich.
Early surveys by both parties, and
by UPI had indicated that Democrats
would gain less than 20 seats despite
dissatisfaction with the economy.
However, among the "Hot 100"
races identified by UPI as the closest
in the country, 33 went Democratic
and 13 Republican in the first hours
after the polls closed. Of the 44 races
deemed too close to be called, 15
went Democratic, five Republican.
Democrats had felt that a 15-seat
pickup would give them enough of
an edge to neutralize Reagan's coalition and more than 20 seats would

however, said the attack was the latest attack was "solely· aimed
"crushed,"
at regaining Iranian territory"
In a speech c11rried by the official seized by Iraq at the start of the war.
Iraqi News Agency, Hussein said
"Still parts of our country are
the Iranians suffered heavy casual- under Iraqi control," Akbar Hasheties in another ''desperate attempt to mi Rafsanjani, speaker of the Ira, nian parliament was quoted by the
invade Iraq."
Neither of the two versions could radio as saying, "We are not adven,
but we will not give up our
immediately be confirmed by inde- turous,
rights."
pendent sources.
A Tehran radio reporter quoted a
The Iranian offensive, launched
military
commander as accusing
late Monday, was Iran's second maIraq
of
using
jor drive in a month. On Oct. I, Iran Iranian troops.cluster bombs against
mounted a huge offensive around
The radio said the advance recapthe northern Iraqi town of Mendali
tured
31 square miles of high ground
to gain a toehold insitle Iraq for a
west
of Dezful, bringing Iranian
push against Baghdad 80 miles
artillery
within range of the Iraqi
away.
towns of El-Gharbi and Tayeb, as
But the attack failed after I 0 days.
well "as the road between Baghdad
The Iranian News Agency said
and Basra, Iraq's second city.

John Paul denounces birth control

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

I

Demos s a y - - - - - - - -

1
,. ,

HARRY'S PLACE
Central at Vale

Homemade
Vegetable Soup
80¢
Melted Cheese
sandwich
with green chill & tomato

$1.25
VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢

determining party control of the
Senate.
Other GOP winners who had
feared for their politiCal future were
Orrin Hatch in Utah and Malcolm
Wallop in Wyoming.
Both men were boosted by
Reagan's eleventh-hour Western
campaign swing last week.
"It's apparent now that our No. I
priority, which was retaining control
of the Senate, will be accomplished,'' White House chief of staff
JallleS Baker told reporters. "I think
the bottom line is there is no question
that the president will be able to lead
this country effectively over the next
two years."

firmly put Democr:1ts in philo,
sophical as well as numerical control
of the only federal body where they
now outnumber Republicans.
GOP leader Bob Michel was in a
neck-and-neck race with Democratic labor lawyer Douglas Stephens in
his Peoria, Ill., district.
Other House leaders coasted to
easy victories, including O'Neill in
Massachusetts, Democratic leader
Jim Wright in Texas, Democratic
assistant leader Tom Foley in
Washington and the number two
House Republican, Trent Lott, in
Mississippi.
Incumbent winners included
Reagan foes such as Budget Com-

mittce chairman James Jones of
Oklahoma, the chairman of the
1-Jousc Euuc:1tion and Labor Committee, Carl Perkins. D-Ky., and the
chairman of the key Appropriations
Committee, Jamie Whitten, DMiss., the dean of the House.
Conservative "Boll Weevil"
Democrats, who gave President
Reagan key victories on budget and
tax bills, also hendcd for solid victories. They included Reps. Phil
Gramm of Texas, the head Democratic cheerleader for Reagan, and
Charles Stcnholm of Texas, chair·
man of the "Boll Weevil" group,
the House Conservative Democratic
Caucus.

Democrats sweep statewide offices
(UPI) - Democrats swept to
EIGHTH TERM, assured. Manuel Lujan gives his acceptance victory in every contested statewide
office Tuesday night, parlaying suspeech Tuesday night at a local hotel.
perior numbers of registered voters
to substantial winning margins.
Attorney General-elect Paul Bardacke piled up a 111,517 to 70,827
·organized staff, a strong get-out-the- vote margin over Republican Paul
continued from page 1
Kennedy, with 54 percent of the
U.S. Sen. Joseph M. Montoya as a vote effort and support of Gov. vote in.
vote against Montoya rather than a Bruce King.
Clara Jones had a 19,000-vote
Anaya said he would place the
vote for Schmitt. Analysts perceived
lead over Republican Fran Hill of
the
people
of
New
Mexinterests
of
the senate race result as a vote
ico ahead of special interest groups Albuquerque in the Secretary of
against Schmitt.
that contributed money to his cam- State race.
Schmitt did not concede the loss paign, alluding to Political Action
Former liquor director Jim Baca
but is expected to do so at an 11 a.m. Committee contributions which
news conference today in his city were up 300 percent this year a11d had no trouble winning his Commissioner of Public Lands race, defeatSenate office.
amounted to $80 million nation- ing Republican Daren Hillery. With
The senate race was one of two wide.
665 of 1,231 precincts reporting,
targeted by the Democratic National
"I am opening a fund tomorrow
Committee as "winnable." Binga- and if they (special interest groups/ Baca owned a 113,750 to 63,425man's victory, along with that of PACs) want their money back, they vote margin.
Frank Lautenberg of New Jersey, can have it," the exhuberant govDemocrat Albert Romero was
gave the Democratic Party a net gain ernor-elect said.
nearly
11 ,000 votes ahead of Repubof two seats in the U.S. SenateAnaya ran the longest and most lican Jack Emmons in the state authree short of a majority.
expensive campaign the state has ditor's contest. with 54 percent of the
" 'AllaYa' made· hi·s •victory speech · · e~e~ se~n. He·spent· at ieast~1.25 vote· counted .. Romero led with
about 10:30 p.m. at the Albuquer· mtlhon m a three-year campa1gn.
96,618 votes to Emmons's 85,708.
In the race for state treasurer, Earl
que Convention Center. At the time,
Anaya also declared proudly that
with 91 percent of the statewide vote he is t~e highest elected Hispa_nic. in Hartley had a substantial lead over
in, Anaya had garnered 51.9 per· theUmtedStates. He termed hiS VIc- Republican William McBroom.
With more than half the vote in,
cent. He attributed his win to a well tory "a victory for the state."

Bingaman, Anaya-.....__-

Hartley was up I 05,514 <o 77,459.
Corporation Commission chairman Eric Serna was re-elected to a
two-year tern1, easily winning over
Republican Lloyd Vearle Payne.
Serna held a 24,000-vote margin
over Payne, with more than half the

hallots counted.
In the race for state Supreme
Court Justice, Albuquerque jurist
Harry Stowers Jr. held a wide lead
over Republican Kenneth B. Wil·
son, with 53 percent of the vote tabu·
lated.

JUDITH PRATT

BILL RICHARDSON

ASUNM Film Committee presents

Today's Feature

Popejoy Ball

7:00pm
The Sands of lwo Jima
9:30pm
The Alamo
Both starring the immortal John Wayne

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Presents

SUB Theatre/SUB Lower Level/South Entrance
Undergraduates $2.00 All others $2.50
"Amoz1ngly fast footwork ... perpetual motion ...vigorous ensemble."

Prominent Democrats who were
re-elected included Senate minority
leader Robert Byrd of West Virginia, Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMass., whose 63-37 margin kept his
1984 presidential hopes alive, and
Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss., who at
81 is the oldest tnember of the
Senate.
Others were Sens. Donald Riegle,
D-Mich., Lawton Chiles, D-Fia.,
George Mitchell, D-Maine, Quentin
Burdick, D-N.D., William Proxmire, D·Wis., Henry Jackson, D·
Wash.,. Spark Matsunaga, D·
Hawaii, Daniel Moynihan, D-N.Y.,
Edward Zorinsky, D·Neb., Paul
Sarbanes, D-Md., James Sasser, DTenn .. Daniel Moynihan, D-N.Y.,
and Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas.

COLUMBIA ARTISTS PRESENTS

T~e

Nc"' YOrK Tm1eS

BULGARIAN MTIONAL
FOLK
ENSEMBLE
KIRIL STEFANO\'
..
~1~f::·'~

DANCE • CHORUS • ORCHESTRA • COMPANY OF 75

lobo
men's
shop

Other Republican incumbents
who were re-elected were Sens.
John Heinz, R-Pa., Richard Lugar,
R-Ind., and William Roth, R-Del.

Ladles

& Men's

Saturday, November 20-8:15 p.m.
Adults: $15.00, $13.00,$10.00
ASUNM f GSA Students: Half Price
Telephone: 277-3121

2120 Central SE

243-6954

20o/o Off

•
,}
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DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

----·----------·------------------------------------------------Mangione concert a winner !
ror \ti1J first tirno in 11months.
th!! Popular Entr:rtainment ComllliltiJ<J enticed (Jnough people to
dltrmd a r;onc£Jrt to make it a sell·
out Mondny night, Popr.joy Hall
WiJ~; ab full liS 1t rould bo with
ChtJcl< ManrJitmo fans. The fact
tho Gonr;fnt actually made some
morwy on the deal is icing on the
cakr..
The last time PEC sold out a
concert was in December of
1981, when George Thorogood
uppeared. Thank you, PEC, but
that was a long time ago,

PEC has long had a reputation
for flops and seemingly has had
to claw its way through massive
deficits and poorly organized
chairmen.
The reputation was deserved.
Some ASUNM presidents have
felt a chokehold on PEC was
necessary to see it run properly.
More to the root of the prob·
lem, however, is that most PEC
chairmen (or any ASUNM com·
mittee chairmen, for that matter)
have been appointed subject to
jerkable puppet strings easily

traced to theASUNM president's
office.
In other words, chairmen ran
the committee with one Par cock·
ed to the political winds that gale
through ASUNM offices, making
it difficult to do either very well.
It's too bad, because if run responsibly, PEC has the potential
for bringing outstanding enter·
tainment to UNM audiences.
PEC Chairman Clarence Mon·
toya is to be credited for perceiV·
ing that potential. The fact that
he has sense enough in the first

Michael A. Gallegos
Albuquerque has been chosen to
be one of about 25 cities from across
the United States to be linked into a
Nov. 6 national tclcconfercm:c in
which problems confronting Vietnam veterans will be discussed.
The program, a "first" in development of a national dialogue on
the psychological aftermath of the
Vietnam War, will br, telecast from
the Maryland Center for Public
Broadcasting and beamed by satellite to public television stations
across the country.
The Vet Center of Albuquerque is
coordinating local conference
arrangements. The conference here
will be held in the studios of KNME!
Channel 5. Participants, comprised
of Vietnam veterans and members of
their families, win confer by twoway voice with groups in other
cities, all of which will be interconnected via one-way video with the
Maryland Center.
The conference is scheduled for
10;30 a.m. to 2:30p.m. on Nov. 6,
as a kick-off for Veteran's Day a
week later.

place to produce the concert in
Popejoy Hall, an acoustical wonder in itself, speaks well for his
musical sense.
And the fact the concert made
money speaks well for his business sense.
Montoya's horse/common
sense, however, will decide how
successful PEC turns out to be.
The ability to conduct business
at ASUNM and not be blown
away by political gales is a certain challenge. Good luck. And
thanks for the concert.

Letters
American education system at root of problem
Editor;
Racism is tho root of evil for
our contemporary education.
The role of education is to develop the mind of the individual,
not to categorize the individual's
mind by his race, creed, color or
fllltional origin. Racism is the
lowest, crudest form of collec·
tivism.
Throughout the history of
mankind, collectivism, or facism,
holds that the individual has no
rights, that his life and work belong to the tribe, the nation and
the state, since there is no ration·
al justification for such rule.
The overwhelming majority of
racists are men who have earned
no sense of humanity and personal identity, who seek the illu·
sion of tribalism,
Today the problem in America
is tho sense of''Minoritism." The
cause is the same: the growth of

Stalinism and Facism.
In spite of the clamor of the 1.0.
test, propagated by an "indi·
vidual" last week (October 1982)
in the Lobo, the educational institution reported that "the
minorities' educational status relative to whites has not improved." It had been improving
well in our "mixed economy;" it
deteriorated with the progres·
sive enlargement of the "liber·
als' and pragmatists' welfare and
government control of the educational, economical, technolo·
gical and scientific develop·
ment."
The fact Is that governmentsponsored educational institU·
tions have used the "minoritv"
issue to enlarge the power of
control and to set a precedent of
encroachment upon the legi·
mate rights of the individuals in
an unnecessary and unconstitutional manner.

Opinion right absolute
Editor:
How dare you, Kelly Gibbs,
pass such a scurrilous judgement limiting the rights of a U.S.
citizen to voice any personal
opinion. Is only a president enti·
tied to criticize the presidency? Is
it truly your contention that only
participating voters have the
right "to complain about the
state of affairs?" If that is true,
you then are worthy of no more
respect than Mr. Blazek now enjoys. His claim is that he was misunderstood. Has the Lobo and
staff garnered nothing from the

journalistic disaster all too recently past 7
My point Is this: Every U.S.
citizen has the unqualified right
to express an opinion. However,
to clarify my position, I feel that
such nonparticipating voters as
you refer to, though they have
the right to voice an opinion,
should be given as little heed as
you might get if you were to
opine about Einstein's quantum
mechanics. I will certainly give
them as little credence as I would
a virgin sex counselor.
Theodore Reiner

Result: A government who de·
nies individual rights to educa·
tion cannot claim, defend or up·
hold any rights whatsoever, be·
cause it is a contradiction, be·
cause it is advocating the sacri·
fice of all individual rights to unli·
mited majority rule, yet posture
as defenders of the rights of
"minorities". But "the smallest
minority on earth is the indi·
vidual. Those who deny indi·
vidual rights, cannot claim to be
defenders of minorities" (Ayn
Rand).
In conclusion, I shall quote
from Ayn Rand's "Philosophy of
Racism" (1963), astonishing be·

cause ideas of this nature are not
typical of our age.:
"But the question must be not
whether a group recognizable in
color, features or culture has its
rights as a group. No, the ques·
lion is whether any American in·
dividual, regardless of color, fea·
tures or culture, is deprived of his
rights as an American. If the indi·
vidual has all the rights and pri·
vileges due him under the laws
of the Constitution, we need not
worry about groups and masses- those do not, in fact, exist,
except as figures of speech."

Every parent knows that while
children are a joy, they're also per·
fcctly capable of driving mom and
dad out of their minds.
To help reduce some of the strains
associated with raising a family. the
Bernalillo County Mental Health/
Retardation Center will teach a
"Toddler Stress Workshop" Satur·
day, Nov. 13, for parents who have
children between the ages of one and
three years.
Nancy Weaver, infant develop·
ment specialist with the mental
health's center division of consulta·
!ion and education, said the evening
class at First Presbyterian Church,
215 Locust NE, will cover ways of
managing behavior problems, sibling rivalry, toilet training, feeding
problems and other difficulties.
The program, taught by experts,
will also include ways to make the
most of parenthood's high points,
Weaver said, These include exercises for building the child's selfesteem, creatiVe activities for tod·
dlcrs, community resources and
ways parents should take care of
themsclvcs while taking care of a
toddler.
For registration or more information, contact Weaver at consultation
and education. 2600 Marble NE,
843-2849.

Sahlu Alemayehu

It is discouraging to see a story
on the front page of the Daily
Lobo which tells about the
manufacture of drugs to "wean
addicts." Addiction is a disease
which manifests itself through
behavioral problems. This disease can never be cured, but it
can be arrested. Unfortunately,
changing the addict from one
mind-altering substance to
another neither cures not arrests
the disease, but allows it to continue along with the behavioral
problems. The addict has no
hope of a "whole" life unless he/
she abstains totally from such
drugs.
In our world today we have be·
come enamored with the idea of
pills. We feel that pills can 'cure
every ill. However, this is a dead·

Jy attitude for the addict. All
drugs have side effects including
the mind-altering substances.
Besides the well publicized
effects of alcohol and heroin,
pot, acid, speed, cocaine, barbituates, etc. have deadly effects
on those suffering from addic·
tion. Unfortunately, methadone
and the innocuous valium have
one more adverse side effect.
They are cumulative. Recovering
addicts can tell stories about
what that really means.
Let's stop manufacturing
more pills and really help the
addict with abstemious treat·
ment programs, i.e., A.A., Narcotics Anonymous and other simi·
Jar programs. Let's stop trying to
sedate the problem with other
drugs.
Patricia Tillery

Fernando Martinez, Vet Center
team leader, asks that interested
Vietnam veterans contact him at
345-8876 or come by the center at
4603 4th St. N.W. for inforn1ation
on how to participate.
Production of the program is
being funded through a grant from
the S.T. McKnight Foundation of
Minneapolis, and local expenses arc
to be covered by funds solicited
from individuals, companies,
foundations and organizations with·
in the individual participating com·
munities, according to Martinez.
Originator of the Vietnam Veter·
ans Teleconference idea is Jim Gambone of Minneapolis, prod\lcer of
the award-winning documentary
"Agent Orange: A Story of Dignity
and Doubt," narrated by Martin
Sheen. Gambone has teamed up
with Jim Moffat, a Vietnam combat
veteran, and his wife Linda, a
psychotherapist, who coordinate a
support network for veteran fami·
lies, to produce this innovative
national effort.
''The need for identifying resources in the public and privute sec·

tor to help vetenms and their families is great," Gambone said, "Divorce rates and suicide rates for
Vietnam veterans arc much higher
than the national average. ft is
shocking to me that more vets have
committed suicide since coming
horne than died in Vietnam."
Gambone said that the teleconference will be an opportunity for pco·
pie who can't afford to attend large
national conferences to share in·
formation with each other. People
can call into Maryland during the
conference to sh11re information
with each other. People can call into
Maryland during the conference
with questions and observations.
The phone lines will be kept open for
an hour after the conference is over.
Each conference participant will
receive a final teleconferenc.e report.
and edited video tapes of the confer·
ence will be available for rental and
purchase.
Gambone said he believes this
first teleconference could become a
model for other programs based on a
variety of special issues facing Vietnam veterans and their families.

Stress workshop
to be held

Stop making pills
Editor:

Albuquerque chosen as sight
of teleconference on Vietnam

NEW MEXICO

Annou11cemenrs fn Lip Service will be run the day

before' the event and the day of llle event on a space
pvaifable basis. Lip Senice is available to all UNM
non-profit organit.ations, Forms for Lip Senic-e can
be picked Up in Marron Hull, room JJBand mwt be
turned In byl p.m. titeduy prior to publication.

Today's Events
The New Mulco llum•nllles Count'll will present
Noel Pugach who will speak on ••The Nightmare is
Russia and Eastern Eurol'le" at 8 p.m..today at
Congregation Albert. The le(:ture, which will be
foUow_cd b,v a quesilon and ansY.-er period, is the
second in an 8-part series tilled 10 Unde[standing the
Contenlporar)i Jew.'' All lectures are fri!e of chnrge
and an: open to the public.

The £.ver)'wom•n•s Series will present Landra
White who will speak on "Dealing With Stress .. from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. today in the Women's Center. 1824
Las Lomas NE.
Tile Women's Cenh!r/Women Studies Brown B•a
Series will feature Mary Adams Trujillo who will

speak on umack Women Writers" from l2 noon to 1
p.m. today in the Women's Center. More information is availabl_e at277-31l6 or at217-38S4.

TOP DOG

CHICAGO SVTLE HOTDOGS

All YOU CAN EAT
SALAD BAR $2.39
SMALL SALAD
WITH
DWICH

FREE!
2 pair of
Tube Socks
with
LEVI'S
on sale now
only $16.99

lobo
men's
shop

2120 Central SE - 243-6954

Center. The purpose of this meeting will be to endorse
ASUNM Senatorial Candidates for the ·upcoming
ASUNM election.
The UNM Balfroom Dance Oub will offer a S·
week class in lmermediate ·country We$1etn Dance,
taught by Susa_n Becker, beginning today from 6:30
P•f!l• to 7:30 p.m. in the Education Building, roam
124. Anyone Interested is encouraged to aUend.

Tfte. SocloiOit)' Graduate Student Association and
lhe Department of SocloloRY will present Mark
Abrahamson, from the University of Connecticut,
who will speak on ''Public Estrangement !ram Sociml
Jnstitlltions: ke.sulls of a Survey" a_t 3 p.m. today in
the Department of Sociology Lounge. 1915 Roma
NE.

..

~

The Cay and Lesbian SCudtlif Union and Common
Bond Inc. will ofrtr a free sdf~defcnse seminar al
7:30 p.m. today in the North lJallroom of the SUB.
More lnformalion is available from the GLSU office
in the sun. room 21$ 011 tuesday from 12p.m. 103
p.m. orontodayfrom t I a.m.to 1 p.m.

I

Thursday's Events
The C&mpus Commlllee for Human Rlghls In

Latln America will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday jn the
Tbe SuO Dance Club, will meet from 7:30 p.m. to
9!30 p.m, today in the SUB, room 253. The club
concentrates spedfically un $implc: songs and dancc:S
from the major -deVotional traditions- of ·the world
designed to promote peace and unity among the
dlinccrs. No prevlcHJ5 expcrjcncc necessary. More
information b available at243-6091 or26S·S743.

'The Sp.iiidsh Club wilr 1'tlet1t nt 3 p.m. today in the
international Ccnjcr, Las Lomas .Ave. They will be
planning their potluck and play.
Tht Presldt!nUal Scholar Clllb Will bold an en•
dotsement meeting at 1 p.m. today in the Honors

SUD1 room231 -C.
Tbe Wagon Wheels Square Dance Club metts every
Thursdaynt 7 p.m. in the SUD Ballroom.
The Comtnutllly and RrR;Ion•l Planning Program

and the Master or Archifedure Pm~nm will present
All_l_ta Hisenber_g, director Of the Division of Planning, Department of Finance nnd Administration,
State of New Mexico, who will speak on "State
Planning and Slate Planners-The New Mexico
l:xperience' 1 as a part of tht brown bag lecture series
Thursday. Nov. 4 at the Archilecture Boil ding, corner
ofCenttal and Stanford, room l i6.
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Dally Lobo does not guarantee publication
and will edit letters fat length and libelous
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Typewriter & Calculator
Repair & Maintenance
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Processing
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Small Lobos make big waves

DEVELOP&

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . Mitch Konkle
He doesn't say much; when he
docs speak, one gets the feeling it's
only to give the musicians a break
from the multitude of notes they're
spewing. For the subdued Chuck
Mangione, words can never express
what his music can. His band plays a
language all their own and for a
heterogeneous sellout crowd at
Popejoy Hall, that was the only parlCofl<·e and Doughnuts Will Be Served
ance they understood Monday night.
All graduate students welcome
The intimate surroundings of
Popejoy Hall were the ideal setting
Bring your painting clothes!
for Chuck Ma11gione and the Chuck
Mangione Quartet. Nothing less
than an acoustically perfect auditorium could capture the seamless
sounds of their jazz. As for Mangione, he was his usual laid back
self, sporting his everprescnt black
hat that has sort of become his
trademark.
The group opened the show with a
medley of songs including "Chase
the Clouds Away" and "Main
Squeeze.'' As he often docs during a
pcrforn1ance, Mangione took a back
Must be an undergraduate at UNM.
scat while he unleashed the individual talents of his band: Gordon
Johnson on bass, Everett Silver on
Apply in person at Suite 242 in the
drums. Peter Harris on guitar and
Chris Vadala on "everything," as
Student Union Building or call
Mangione put it.
277-5528 for more information.
The most gifted member of the
band, and that may include Mangione, is Chris Vadala. The man is
simply amazing. In the course of the
concert he played the C flute, alto
flute, piccolo. and sopmno and tenor
Newsland
saxaphoncs. Vidala performs all
Bookstore
four instruments with equal style
and grace. His romantic vibrato is
New Magazine Titles: Commentary, Yale Review,
even more amazing considering his
Science & Society, Socialist Review, Judaism,
range t>f notes thought imperceivable by the human car. Mangione
October, Georgia Review, Drama Review, New
gave Vadala center stage several
Criterion, Bennington Review, Bunta, Grand
times in the course of the evening,

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, November 6, 1982
9am
Room 230 SUB

Poll Workers Needed
for the
ASUNM Senate Election on
November 10, 1982.

Strategy, New Leader, Hudson Review, Psychoanalytic Review, Chronicles of Culture, In These
Times, Southern Review, Daedalus, American
Scholar, Compute, California, Artweek, Arts &
Architecture, PC, Futurist, Dr. Dobb's Journal, Softalk, Apple Orchard, Analog, Four Winds, Commodities, Encounter, Cross Country Skier, Sierra,
Vegetarian Times.
1983 Calendars
Larger Paperback Selection
9am - 9pm 7 Days a Week
2112 Central SE
(across from UNM)

American Marketing Association

"ADVENTURES
IN
ADVERTISING"
An Advertising Skills
Seminar

Sat., Nov. 6,
9:30am-5:00pm
Anderson School of Mgmt
Rm 112
Members Free
Nonmembers $5.00
Lunch Included
with Registration
RSVP ASM 108C/Box 20
or call 292·5124

CHUCK MANGIONE
unleashing his vast talents on such
tunes as "Give It All You Got," and
"Seventy Miles Young," a song about Mangione's 72-year-old grandfather on their soon to be released
album.

song slowly fades away, Mangione
holds his horn to his chest cradling it
like a mother would her baby to her
breast. If ever their was a song without lyrics appropriatlcy named, it's
"Lovcnotes.''

When the band wasn't filling the
hall with their upbeat barrage of
notes. they toned down the atmosphere entirely with an expanse of
melodic polyphony. "Lovenote,''
the title track from their current
album, Lovenores was a brilliant
transition. After a shmt introduction
on the electric piano, Mangione got
up, the audience sat back, and their
was a strange silence fell over the
auditorium. "Lovenotc" is a beautiful piece featuring Mangione on
flugclhorn and piano, and Chris
Vadala on flute once again. As the

The Chuck Mangione concert
offered something for everyone.
The best song of the evening was the
groups' five-piece rendition of the
original 25-piece arrangement of
"Overture" from the Children of
the Sanchez album. Of course the
evening could not have been complete without playing "Feels So
Good," which the band appropriatley saved for the end. From solos by
every band member to the musical
conversations between Mangione
and Vadala, they mesmerized the
audience from start to finish.

Theatre review

Talent saturates
J.eslie Donovan
Last weekend a cast of mostly
freshmen and sophomores opened
the Theatre Arts department's midfall season play in the secondary
theatre.
But the performance of James
McLure·s Lone Star production
(actually two plays, Laundry and
Bourbon and Lone Star, about life in
a small town in Texas) was far from
a secondary production. 1t was, instead, a first rate production, featuring extraordinarily rich script, excellent acting and fine direction.
Both plays are basically character
studies which, through the lnterac·
tion of language and personalities,
reveal not only the particular problems and motives of the individual
characters, but.also the general concerns and obstacles of anyone who
has grown up in a small town.
Presented together, McLure's
couplet balance each other perfectly.
The first, Laundry and Bourbon
explores the feelings of small town
women with language that begins
often in triviality and develops into a
near tragedy; its tone is humorous
yet thoughtful, often oriented toward the surface oflifeyet enduring.
Lo11e Siar, on the other hand, uses

WAC gives weekly honors

~~Lonestar''

harsh, blatantly direct, sometimes
brutal language to bare the bones of
the frustation which paralyze the
men of the town. Always just beneath the surface, the threat of violence and danger color this play in a
way that, unlike the first play, make
the comedy exponentially more
frightening and the laughter more
painful.
Interestingly , in both plays the
language often breaks out of its
usual realistic boundaries and moves
toward poetry, particularly in the
two main characters' memories of ·
their youth and the present observations of the landscapes surrounding
them.
In Laundry and Bourbon, one immediately likes the main character
Elizabeth, a young wife whose husband can't seem to grow up, while
her best friend Hattie is a jewel of a
character, a share-cropper's daughter whose life is spent in a hectic
attempt to control her three extremely rambunctious children attd to
learn the latest social games (i.e.
bridge, mahjongg, etc.) in order to
prove her social acceptibility.
The third character and the bane
of Hattie's existence, is Amy Lee, a
virgin Baptist who married for
money, belongs to the country club
and loves to gossip.

In Lo11e Star, the men arc a bit less
likable with Roy (Elizabeth's wayward husband} drinking Lone Star
beer and recounting his manly exploits and Vietnam experiences in a
stereotypically red-neck way. His
attitude toward life is self-centered
and unsympathetic, but he is a believable character, cut from the very
real cloth of many small town men.
Yet, if Roy is a basically unsympathetic character, his brother Ray is
just the opposite. Though not a
smart as Roy, Ray is a simple, goodhearted man who cares about his
brother and is finnly grounded in the
current reality of the situation.
Cletus (Amy Lee's husband), the
appliance store owner, is Roy's anti·
thesis, whining, timid and unmanly.
As Roy, Martin Clark has a difficult role to handle, he does it well
and is completely convincing
(though I wish he could have found a
way to make Roy a little more likable for Elizabeth's sake) while
Steve Castello as Ray steals the
show with his flawless sense of comic timing and sensitiVe character development. Jiin Hobson as Clctus
was also good though he could have
been even more obnoxious.
Lone Star will be presented again
at 8 p.m. ori Thursday, Friday and
Saturday in the Experimental
Thatre.

Covered

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75

'IIITagon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
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NO CHARGE OR OOI.IGATION
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Two pictures are being shown
around the UNM Sports Information
Office, One has Lobo safety Ray
Homfeck trying to cover Brigham
Young University's tight end Gordon Hudson, One of Hudson's legs
appears as big as Homfcck's body.
The other photograph shows
UNM safety Julius Johnson rushing
Cougar quarterback Steve. Young on
a blitz. Young seems to tower over
Johnson, who stands only 5'9",
Each time you check your game
program at a Lobo home game, the
opposition seems to physically
dominate UNM. The Air Force
Academy is the only opponent smaller than the Lobos this season.
But now that UNM is 7-1 and in
the running for a bowl bid for the
first time since 1961, the question is
do the Lobos want a bigger team?
Defensive coordinator Joe Lee Dunn
answers with a resounding yes.
"Sure, we would like to have a
bigger team," says the defensive
wizzard who is famous for taking his
smaller troops and showing strange
defensive sets that somehow stop
bigger teams. "But we do have one
thing on our team that you can't
coach - speed at just about every
position. We much prefer speed and
quickness to pure bulk.
"However, we hope that a winning season like we are having will
help us recruit players that have both
size and speed."

want to go to a school with a winning
tradition, which is something we haven't had here at UNM," Dunn
says. "We hope that will turn
around soon. "
''Third, there is still somewhat of
a negative image about UNM athletics," Dunn says. "Some players
think we are on probation or are
being investig;~ted by the NCAA.
The football program was never involved in the scandal, but that is the
image problem we sometimes
face.'' Dunn added that image problem is "fading away as time goes
on.''

JOE LEE DUNN
Dunn says two major factors
stand in the way of UNM recruiting
such an athlete at this time. "Some
of the really great athletes that we
would like to have can't get into
school under the current academic
requirements," Dunn says. "I'm
not saying that is wrong by a long
shot, but it is discouraging when the
player that you tried to recruit but
couldn't make the grades ends up
playing on the other side of the line
from you,"
"Second, the really great athletes

breaks down
social barriers with Korf'
If you ever walk into Carlisle

Gym on a Tuesday around 8 p.m.,
you'll see this above-average size
peach basket hanging on a pole,
You'll also see people passing
around what looks to be a soccer
ball.
If you're a little confused about
the subject matter of that paragraph,
don't worry, most people are before
they play Korfball.
"Korfball has been around this
campus for about three years, and
although it's not drawing in people
so that we have to get a bigger area to
play in, I'd wager we have more fun
playing our sport as any other group
on campus," said Jim Moore, president of the UNM korfball clob.
"We have about half of our members that work nights, or have cla.ss.es during our Tuesday night practice, so an average turnout is about
10 members, plus a couple of new
players who have never seen, heard
of, or even played the game before,
" Moore added. "It's very easy to
learn, and we're always eager to
teach new players how to play. We

place kicker Lee Larsen and New
Mexico quartqrback David
Osbom.
Other offensive players
nominated were San Diego State
wide receiver Clinton Sampson,
UTEP wingback Jerry Jones and
Wyoming tight end Jay Novacek.
Other nominees for the WAC
defensive honors were Air Force
end Charlie Heath, BYU punter
Mike Mees, Hawaii linebacker
Steve Lehor and New Mexico
safety Ray Hornfeck.
Also nominated were San
Diego State lineman Doug Reed,
UTEP tackle Dan Salter, Utah
linebacker Mark Blosch and
Wyoming place kicker Steve
Tollin.

Wrestling team
previews Friday

~sweating

Steve King

DENVER (UPI) - Air Force
halfback Derek Foster, who
rushed for 10 I yards and three
touchdowns against Wyoming to
help the Falcons to a 44-34 win,
was named the Western Athletic
Conference offensive player of
the week.
Colorado State defensive end
Terry Unrein was named defensive player of the week on Monday. He had six unassisted tackles, three assists and two quarterback sacks to help CSU defeat
Texas-EI Paso 38-13.
Other nominees for this
week's WAC offensive honors
were Brigham Young running
back Eddie Stinnett, CS U quarterback Terry Nugent, Hawaii

aren't a macho group; we always
emphasize the fun and social side of
korf."
The Physical Education department is offering a class this spring
(3259, 193-017). Kortball is a co-ed
sport, similar to basketball in that it
has two baskets and one ball. To
score, the 5 soccer ball must fall
through the wicker basket that
stands atop a 11-foot 8-inch pole.
Players cannot dribble, kick, or run
or do anything else with it.
"We have been given a lot of help
from the Intramural Department.
This coming January there will be
intramural games and we're hoping
a couple of teams enter. We have a
20·minute film explaining all the
rules, and people are always saying
how easy it is to learn."
Moore says kortball is the fairest
·sport there is to both sexes. for a
number of reasons, "First and foremost korfball is a team sport; there
are four men and four women on
each team," he said. "You only
guard your own sex, and with the
roles against running with the ball,
dribbling it, etc. teamwork is a
must."

The Lobo wrestling team will
give their fans a sneak preview of its
squad with an intrasquad meet at
7:30 p.m. Friday in Johnson Gym.
Coach Bill Dotson is optimistic
about the coming year. "We have a
Jot of new people coming in the
program, but we also have some experienced wrestlers," Dotson said.
"We are building the type of program that will be consistent from year
to year."
The Lobos, who are coming off a
second place showing in the Westem Athletic Conference last year,
return two NCAA qualifiers Ralph Harrison and Tony Tracey.
Tracey, a co-captain of this year's
team along with Tom Olsen, spent
his summer traveling with a wrestling tour in Europe and has improved, aceordin to Dotson.
The Lobos open their season at
home Nov. 11 against Northen Arizona.

Lettering • Caps • Transfers
• Team discounts

~
Lobo • Tee Shirt Shop
l-- -A
2318 Central SE
266-4880
1 0% Discount With UNM ID
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. Intramural Scoreboard
ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM
RESULTS

UPCOMING EVENTS:
(Men's and Women's IMs)•

MEN'S TOPS
FINAL VOLLEYBALL POLL

Bit liard Singles
Bowling Singles

1. FAC
2. Modular T
3.Aerobl!5
4. Scrappy Doo
S.SAE

4

1. Zomli1.,.
2. Diggers
3. Bounce,.
4. Outlaws
5, Quadao

(Gwnway/Spectal Event&)

IM PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Bob Gopcoolea of FAC's Men's Volleyball Championship
Team for hlo outstanding play and leodenhlp.
Nora Carter of the Zomblell Women '• Voltepball Cham•
plonohtp Team for her outotandlng play and leadership,

A TURKEY!

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
UNM 111111 be wending a women'• Oag football team, the
Mlcheloboo, to the Unlilerstty of Texao • Arlington to play
In thlo year'o Sugar Bowl Regional Flag Football Touma·
ment.

BE. A PLASMA DONOR
AT YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC.
5 turkeys to be given away Nov. 22, 1982. On each second
donation during a week your name goes in the pot, each new
donor with this coupon name goes in the pot. Also each new
donor will get a $5.00 bonus with this coupon on the first
donation, one per donor, good only with valid student or
military ID. Not good with other coupons. Offer expires Nov.
19, 1982.
For details go to:

Yale • Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale S£ Alb. NM 166-5725

Wed, Nov. 3

•AU Men's, Women's and Co Rec entries are due at the
Manager/Participant meetlngo held at 4:15 pm In room
154, Johnson Gvm.

WOMEN'S TOP 5
FINAL VOllEYBALL POU

DON'T BE

Wed., Nov. 3
Wed., Nov. 3

(Co-Ree IMo)•
Bowling

IM TEAM OF THE WEEK
The Zombies Women'• Vollevt>all Team who beat the Dtgge"' In 2 straight games to win this year's championship
match.

Join the great turkey give away

PHONE 277-5151

DOWNHIU.SKI CLINIC· The Getaway ProiJI'am, In coop·
eratlon with the Sandta Peak Ski School, will pruent a
clinic and practical In downhill okllng on Tueoday,
November 9 at 3:30 p.m. tn room 154 In Johnoon GIJIII.
, EqUipment, clothing and preparing to oki will be dlocllo·
sed In th<! clinic, Then W<! 111111 be dlocusoed In the clinic,
Th<!n we will head out to the fteldo and be outfttted IIIIth
boots, poles and oklo and team oome baste maneuven. 20
people are necesoa'l' for the field activity. Register In lhe
1M office room 230 In .lohnoon Gvm by November 8 at 5:00
p.m. The public lo welcome, and It's free, so sign up now!
VIdeo Game tournament
Partlclpanto can play Wednuday or Thunday, Nov. 3 & 4
from 3:00 - 6:00 p.m. In the SUB Gam'" Room. Winners
111111 be d<!termlned by combining the scores from Pac Man,
Donkey Kong and Asteroids, highest total score wins!
Sign up In the Intramural Office, # 230 Johnson Gvm, NE
comer, 277-5151. Enlrtes 111111 also be accepted at the
toumament. UNM students, faculty and otaH only. Partlctpantswlll pay forthelrgameo -75~. Prizes will be awarded
to the first, second and third place flnslohen, both men
and women.

I
------------------------1 FREE French Fries
1
1

1
1
~

I . .

1
1

with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
Expires 11·9-82

.

a .55¢ savings

~

I

Frontier Restaurant .

~-------------------------~
, • I

~

t
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Deadline:
I :00 p.m. the day
before insertion

IIP·liC CAI.CULATOII FOR sale. Programnble
continuous memory, credit card size. 242-8961
Nattilli.
11/5
SLJDt:.IN CAMPKR for mini-truck sle~ps two adults
plus one child, excellent condition, SI,OOO. 821·8348.

New Mexico Daily Lobo

IllS

Classified Advertising-UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 8713 t

I

z

3

4

5.

IIP82143A PIIINTER FOil the HP4IC/V, four rolls
paper, owner's manual, like new, $200. Call 836·
2211.
!liS
1971 MAVERICK $900. 877·1944, 883-0267.
1118
111M CORRECTING SELECTRIC ll, brand new in
box, $890. 292·6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (evenings).
11/23
TYPEWRITEII f'OR SALE. SJilith·Corona 2200
portable electric, Less than one year old, just cleaned,
excellent condition, $220. Phone 266-7873 8-5. Ask
for Jeanelte,
11/9
EPOKE 215 CM Cross Country skis, bindings, boots,
poles. Phone 836·3254 after six.
11/9
l3"10.SPEED$1SO. 268·3092.
11/9

0

7

8

9

tO

6. Employment

(On Campus, Redondo at Yale-Marron Hall 131)

Rates: 17¢ per woro per day. or
60¢ per word per week (five
Please place the following classified ad in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times) with no refunds.
_times beginning
and ending
nder
$1.00 minimum charge
the category circled at the left.
Terms: Cash in advance.

One word In each

C.tegories
1 Personals
2. Lost &. Found
3 Services
4 Housing
5. For Sale
6. Employment
7 Travel
B. Miscellaneous
9. L.."\S Noticias

bo~

please

II

ll

13

14

15

16

II

IR

19

20

lt

n

l3

24

zs

ll>

ll

28

29

30

Name-------Phon~------------

Times________
VVords~--------
Rate:~-------

PART·TillfE JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Mcnaul NE.
11123
WORK IN FRANCE, Japan, China! No experience,
degree, or foreign language required for most
positions, Teach conversational English. Send long,
stamped, sclf·addresscd envelope for details. ESL260, P.O. Oox336, Centralia, WA98531.
IllS
WANTED: PEOPLE TO help with workshop by
playing role of trauma vlclim Nov. 13. $6/hr.
Contact J. Dax 843-2222 1·4 p.m.
1113

7. Travel

Total S;__.,_ _ _ _ __

FJ.Y TO NEW York for Christmas vacation. $358
round trip, must book by Nov. 17. Call 277·2336
Student Trnvel Center.
ll/16
AUVERTISE YOUII TRiP, Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the Dully Lobo.
tfn

1. Personals

around noon.
lobo- Joe.

IJAI'I'\' IIIIITIIUA Y JOY. We Jo,·e you. Your other
'<'\Cli·Cightlh.
IJ,·~
·II AI' I'\' lllllllll>A Y l'l'n;n the Great, the World's
hc't teadoer in more way; thon one! The Young and
the Rc,tles,.
1113
A. IIEEN ·rut: happic\t week in 1\Hl)·ean. l'tllove
man.~ mnrc.l.oveM.
11,3
KJoJIMII ANn PIGGY! Thuok• fur mnkoug Chuck
~n onjnyJble. ( arl''' ~hnuld be ju't as much fun for
.riL Ami tn think, l'rggy 'aw it all in focus!! Thanks
ngauo. l·cld,par.
I l/3
ltl('ll, JIAJ) A great lime at Korfballlustnight. Is it
ull'"~' ~l> much fun after practice? Love, Oecky.

3. Services

11/3

liNM IIOOKSTOitt: SALE - sec our supply
departntelll for specially reduced aunehe's nord supply
hnrgnrns.
1114
EXI'I.ORE (:ARI,SDAD CAVt;RNS Nov. 6. Call
Student Travel Center, 217·2336.
IllS
IIAI'I'Y lllltTitllAY JUDY. Mnyyour22nd year be
us eventful, though not ns trnumntlc, ns your 21st.
l.ovc, yourwinc·glass crashing roomie.
1113
I'ARAUJct: IS COMING.
11/4
CONC;RATULATIONS TO ALL the new nrernbers
of l>eltn Slgnur Phi. You will be the number one
fratcrrnty s11on. Mouth.
1113
CONAN, TAKE lilt:, I'm yours. Let's get together
and discuss the banking system.
1113
von; RON I'A('tlf.CO for ASllNM Senate.
l'~rcricncc, concern and leadership for a monger
lNM
lliJ
MAlNAR))- TAKt; ME home and feed me. L
llt3

1)\'NA!Itl(',

tn:AUNG

YOGA -Meditation

1114

~ln•ses. 2~8·0182.

~lYRA, CONGitATl'l.ATIONS ON• the
Homecoming event. God bless you! Sherry.
11;4
'litE l\IIXt:o IIAG! The store for your mun·
dries • " nuts, candies, dried fruits, dehyd. soups,
teal and more. Check us out at 121 YaleSE.
IVS
PASSI'OitT, mt:NTI}'J('ATION PIIOTOS. Fast,
illc'rcn~i\e, plcn~ing. lowe1t prices in town! Two for
S5, Four for S7 Near llNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.E., (orner Sil\er, or caii26S·I323.
tfn
At'Cl'llATf INt'OitMATIOS ABOUT cOn·
tru~eption, sterilizntion, abotlion. Right To Choose,
tfn
294-0I'il.
I'Rt:GNAS('Y TESll:"iG & counseling. Phone 241·
9819.
tfn
WE (;Or llJSTRllll'TOitS. Pte,.tiplion eyeglass
fr~me1 (ireenwrch Village (lennon Styles), gt1ld
runic•• S~·UO (resular S65.!10). Pay l.e1s Optkians,
>lll9 Mcnaul ~.E .• acn"• from 1 allellcs
trn

Keep

cn~lr.

send

Jl)

to Daily
.1 !18

24 IIOUit TYPING service near UNM. Call 247·
3519.
12113

4. Housing

I'IANO: UF.GREt;J), EXPEitJENCED, patient. 266·
6212.
llilO
I'ROt't~'iSIO!'IAL TVI'ING.
MEiliCAL tcr:
minology. Corrr.ctlng Selectric. Arter 6 p.m. 821·
4J?8.
IllS
TYPIST, ON CAMPUS, Scrrlc of humor. Some
gcnius.242·3093.
11130
I'IIOFK'!SIONAI TYPING DY l'nglilh MAl editor.
Vast experience with disscrtatiorrl, papers. Editing
n~allable. 256-0916
ll/3
24110Uit TYI'ING, Jean 881·0628.
11/22
Gl1JTAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
tentals. MARC'S Ouitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E,
265·3315.
tfn
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway oren, 85
cents/page. 299·1355.
12/13
ACCURAn;, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 88+
~~

UNH'RS. 2·11UitM npt- adobe With fireplace.
One block from UNM. $220/mo. plus utilitie5, 293·
6458,
I l/8
t'URNISIIF.D EFFICIE!'ICY, NF;W carpet. Mor·
ning5idcNE. $150. 299·8543.
1118
IIOllSEMATE WASTED. NO!'ISMOKER. Three
l:lcdroom wuh study, SE Heights. $!50/month plus 1/•
Utilities. Serious student preferred. 266·9976 or 268·
7002 evenings.
1113
M/F TO SHARE 3 bdrm, 1¥. bath house. Non·
smoker. Dog negotiable. $190 plus v, bills. 883·7235.
ti!S
t'OR LEASE 675 sq. ft, office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2

\,;UN lA\,; I LtN;)

B&L SQUEEZE BOTTLES

$2.00
Casey Optical Co.

11/30

'

H~U.

SERVICE TYPING, correcting Selectric, In
by9 a.m., out by S p.m. 268·06S7.
ll/12
VICTORIA'S WORD S!lllntY: Word processing,
typing. Fast, reliable, reasonable rates. Call Vickie
anytime. 821-4812.
!1115
TYPING. DIANNER81·354l.
11122

(l doo~ WIST of l!exatt Drug)
LOMAS AT WASHINGTON 265·18.46

STARTS
WEDNESDAY
20% to 50%
Off
On Selected Groups
Of Fall Merchandise
Sale Also
Effecttve At
The Rose at
The Galerfa

Gameworld ...
Video Wars # 2
Week 3 Winners:
John Buksa
Zaxxon

30,650
Eric Getz
Stargate

693,025

Bartending

Dave McLaughlin
Donkey Kong

Four Week Course $350

I.A.B.

264,700

Gameworld

24 Hours

243·9358

across from UNM

HARRY'S PLACE
Central at Yale

~------,-i"--1

I~

1 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza

-1
I
1
1

9. Las N oticias
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANI7..ATION Advertise in
LasNoticias.
tfn
GAY AND I.ESDIAN Student Union will sponsor a
self·defense seminar November 3, 7:30 p.m., SUD
Ballroom. Demonstrations by a UNM karate in·
struclor,
11/3
UNM ARCHERY CLUB meeting Thurs., Nov. 4th.
Room231·DSUB from 12:30p.m.to2p,m.
11/4

I
1

TAMALES
65¢ each
or 2 for $1.10
Harry's Tortilla

& A Large Soft Drink

1

Pastrami, green chill,

127 Harvard SE

I
I
1

VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢

....$1.65
_..,....,.

112 ..... s. of c.ntn~~

SATURDAY'S
52 Encompassed
PUZZLE SOLVED
1 - and span 55 Lost one's
cool
5 Serpent
10 - register 59 Valuing much Ef.~r.t:-r
14 Slat
61 Small
15 Lycee
62 Cavalryman:
16 Hostile
Var.
17 Melody
63 Explorer de
18 He began
Leon
the Beguine: 64 Formerly
2words
65 Adjusts
20 Entry getter 66 Man the helm F-+-~11!'1 ~liit.~f.!!lt:i:f.i+H~~
22 Roving
67 Instrument
23Gull
24 Persian sect DOWN
25 Butter, e.g.
1 Hit
28 Sufferants
2 Beside: Pref.
32 Letter
3Theway33 VIsored hats
24 Container
47 Fixed fights
35 Company
25 Fit
4 Virtuous
49 Course
36 Palindromic
5 Wrote up
26 Numeric
direction
name
6 Future oak
prefix
51 Reel, e.g.
38 Food stores
27 Of kidneys
7 Gelid
52 Heat units:
40 Sound:
8 Eel: Old. Eng. 28 Mounds
Abbr.
Comb. form
9 Do again
29 Snare
53 A Gardner
41 Onset
10 Navy vessels 30 Hue expert
54 Scand. coun43 Tithe
11 Pedestal
31 Fun
tryman
45 Indian weight 12 British gun
34 - Pan
55 Long
46 Discomforts 13 Trumpeter
37 Horses
56 Cows of old
48 Go back
AI 39 Outsider
57 Noun suffix
50 Beverage
19 Path
42 Strata
58 Recolored
51 DBEtitle
21 Delicate
44 Half: Pref.
60 Balderdash
ACROSS

2. Lost & Found

SALT TABLETS $4.50

SALE: MARC'S GUITAR Center. Free tuner
($99,50 value) with all !bane~ guitars, ISO:o off all
Ovation guitars. 143 Harvard SE.
11/12
1973 COLT, TWO doors, four speeds, runs good.
S92S •.266-2264.
IllS

WOOL PANTS, GENUI!'IE Military issue- $12.99
and up. Kuufmans, a real Army-Nuvy store. 504 Yale
SE. 265-7777.
1119
BALLOONS IIALLOONS. GIVE that someone
spedal a "big lift." Balloon Bouquets for all oc·
casions -Birthday, Anniversary, Get Well, New
Baby, or "just because I love you." City-wide
delivery, many costumes. 298·5411.
11122

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

or

LOST: RUST COLORED nylon wallet, Please call
821-5742.
11/3
LOST: GREEN WALLET Nov. llrt Rodey Theatre

5. ForSale

8. Miscellaneous

12/~

STOP SMOKING WITIIOtJT climbing the walls.
Stan Monday, be a nonsmoker Friday. Money back
guarantee. The Last Match, 266·7066,
11/18
GUITAit LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching.
John Mitchell268-0496.
11/1 I
.WOJIU;N'S YOGA CLASSES. Get In shape! 268·
0182.
I 114
Ol'NAMIC IIOUSECLEANISG, QUAJ.JTY with
experience. 268·0182.
11/4
PROFK'iSIONAL TYPIST, WORD processor. 242·
S472 after S p.m.
11130
ACULEX WORD PROCESSISG: Theses,
Dissertations, Term Papers, Resumes, Graphics. 831·
3181.
IllS
A· I TYI'ISTTERM Papers, Resumes299·8970,

('():'~; I"A<,·S·POIJSIII'W, SOl.l'TIOSS l'ase\·
orucal t •'mrany <lll Loma~ JUSt \lest or wa,hrngton.
tfn
('IlEAl' CIIINt:st: Dl'HET all you can eat. Lunch
SH~. J.to Jaos China Inn, 5000 Central SE, 255·
9311.
IIllO
(;CRlllt:H•ot:SPENSKY STUDY group.
A.:ceptingstudcnts, 281·2401.
11:12
TRANSLATING;
INTERPRETING;
l\U'I.TltiSGUAI, services. legal, medical,
technical, personal. 255·3345.
11/4
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE now in progress.
Restocked da!lyl.
IIIII
ADOPTION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
266-$837.
11122
nBETAN IUDDIST RETREAT, November 13 and
14, intensive trainlrtg on basic practices by Khenpo
Karthar Rinpoche, Knrmnpa's head representative to
the West. KTC Retreat Center, Puerto de Luna, NM.
Call898·7823 or 1·472·3117.
11/3
FRED- TlfANKS FOR ruining our friend's
reputation. You no lohger have friends but enemies.
L. and Co.
1113
P.G., EVEN YAKS know that every evening could
eventlillliY be eventful. Have a subliminal 21st, ya
hound. ZTP.
11/3
CIIAD LOVES MIRIAM so damn much! P.S. S.s.
So Fine!.
1113
SMAR1'·ALEC MULTJ.ilutpose computer.
Challenge the wave of life. Educate yourself. Make
unlimited amount money, 831·1078.
11/9

persons, all utilities paid, S12S security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks nnd laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Piense call before 6:00 in the
C\'CIIing, 266·8392.
tfn
THE CITADEL·SUP£118 location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service e\·ery 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
ROOMMATE WANT£:> DEC. I. Two bdrm.
apartment. San Mateo and Zuni, $125 plus Vz util.
217-5535, 268·9488.
ll/9

·----~-~---------

cheese

$2.59

